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Hello Everyone,

We are now entering the final stretch of 2023, which marks our 5 years 
of existence.
We put a lot of effort into 2022 so that 2023 would be exceptional 
and started many ambitious projects, such as the game jam with the  
Kaedama team and Camille Chaussy creating the Super Mini Box 
range.
However, the loss of Serge Laget early in the year has affected us a 
lot. It could not be any different with a person with many qualities that 
matter to us.

We also focused on finalising the games for late 2023 (Syncro and  
Syntymä) and the ones for early 2024 (Gold'N Crash and 5 Realms).

We have not started a 3rd Bootcamp for designers, and there are some 
other projects that will stay in their boxes for a little bit more time.
We have focused our videos on our games, and the web series  
“Getting our heads from our games” has been recorded upfront.

We put a lot of thought into what to do next with GRRRE Games.
We had the opportunity to work with gifted creators to offer you  
games in 2024 that we have, as always, developed and published with 
our core and soul.
And I can assure you that we will keep honouring Serge Laget’s  
memory.

For Serge!

Florian
GRRRE Games
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Special 
feature

Fall 2023 !
We must admit, we need to catch up! But it is a 

promise; we have a proper excuse: loads of new 

things to show you to keep you patient until 

the next holiday!
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FLIP 2023 Awards ceremony

Bye-bye summer, 
hello autumn!

A focus is to discuss what happened to the GRRRE Team during 

these two months of summer holidays but also to introduce our 

future releases (and be careful, there is some pretty heavy stuff!)
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Last July, we had the joy of winning the Publisher’s prize 
in the “Reflexion” category of the Flip 2023 with RAUHA. 
The first award for a game we revealed last January, but 
also great happiness for all the team that was part of the 
creation of this game! A big thank you to Johannes Goupy, 
Théo Rivière and O'lee for their magnificent work.

Finally, summer did not only mean a holiday because 
we launched the pre-orders for the Royal Treasure 
and we worked hard to start the production of our 
two next releases which are expected for November 
2023. Starting with Syntymä, an expansion for RAUHA 
from Johannes Goupy and Théo Rivière, illustrated 
by O’lee and Syncro, a game by Thomas Favrelière il-
lustrated by Raphaël Samakh. We also gave the final 
touch to our first two games of our Super Mini Box 
range that will be released in February 2024 (and we 
almost did not tell you the exact moment when!)

This summer 2023 was also the time for the release of our first two  
localisations. First, the well-expected The Artemis Odyssey, a game by 
Bruno Faidutti and Serge Laget, illustrated by Cristian Romero. The 
core game mechanic is programming and it is about space explora-

tion. Initially published by Grand Games Guild, 
it has been available in your favourite stores 
since June 2023.

Then Hamlet, a game by David Chircop and  
illustrated by Yusuf Artun, invites the players 
to bring life to their village by building a church 
in its centre. Initially published by Mighty  
Games, it has been available in stores since 
August 2023.
These two expert games have many strategic 
layers and offer high-quality components. We 
hope that you will like them and that they will 
offer you great gaming sessions.

So, where do 
I begin?

Festival, awards, arrival in stores, and preparation of the 

games to come: let us sum up what happened this summer.
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Setting up at PEL 2023

The award ceremony 
for RAUHA, FLIP 2023

Florian and Thomas
Favrelière deeply 
focused!

Award ceremony FLIP 2023
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Expansion

November 2023

An expansion by Johannes Goupy  
and Théo Rivière, illustrated by O'lee

Syntymä  is an expansion for RAUHA.
Discover the Shaman cards that offer new  
possibilities and asymmetry to the players.

Change your games and strategies with 7 new Divine 
Entities.

As life springs again on Rauha, tiny critters, lurking in the shadows 

or in the bottom of the lakes, are appearing. 

The divine entities see the emergence of new cults associated 

to the biomes a the newly appeared fauna.
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“We are delighted that you can from now on enhance your games 
of RAUHA with Syntymä. The expansion brings several new elements 
that will make you need to adapt even more. The new divine entities 
will compel you to change your strategies that you may have already 
explored and your Shaman will taint your game. Firstly, observe the 
different entities that are available for this game and think about your 
strategic guidelines according to these. They are also important in the 
base game and knowing how to use them properly is essential.

“For the new divine entities, I went with the material perspective for 
each character, anchored in their elements:

- The forest: a character made of wood, like a giant tree coming out 
of the ground (Groot’s ancestor!)
- The mushroom: made of morels for the dress and girolle for the 
head,
- The mountain: made of rocks, and a stone mask,
- and of course, the crystals: a beautiful sumo, with Crystals inlaid, 
coming out of its cave,
- The new elder of the Earth: a rabbit with long claws and tusks, that 
lives mainly underground,
- The new elder of the seas: an octopus jellyfish that lives in the 
depths of the seas of RAUHA,
- The new elder of the skies: half owl, half fennec, a small bird with 
very big wings. O'lee

Théo Rivière 
and Johannes Goupy

Sketches of Shamans 

Sketch of the divine 
entity of the seas

Also, keep in mind the ability of your Shaman and explore the strategy it offers, without, 
however, missing good opportunities. It is also important not to force your strategy. If the 
cards do not get out in the ideal order, adapt and do not go against all odds to optimise 
your Shaman. With this expansion, you will have the leisure to discover thousands of new 
possible combinations.”

A few words from the designers…

… and from the Illustrator
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As for the Shaman cards of Syntymä, it was a new 
challenge: starting with the Avatars pieces from 
the game and turning them into characters! So, I 
started with wooden masks then I tried to give them  
personalities and various ethnic groups according to 
their colours and shapes.
For their clothes, for some cards, I also drew  
inspiration from movies such as “The Lord of the 
Rings” or “Star Wars” (I will let you guess which 
ones;))!

Despite the divinities, it is the characters that are  
coloured and not the background, this gives even 
more pep and allows a good differentiation between 
them and the other elements of the game!
I always have a “favourite one” graphically speaking 
(for instance, for the divinities it is the forest) but 
here, I must admit that I liked drawing all of them 
and bringing them to life.

I hope that the players of Rauha will find real pleasure in playing 
with these new cards! It was, once again, a real treat to work on the  
expansion Syntymä, enhancing the world of RAUHA with many new cha-
racters and imagining their roles and abilities… Thank you to GRRRE 
Games and the designers of RAUHA for trusting me :)!”
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A game by Thomas Favrelière 
illustrated by Raphaël Samakh

SYNCRO is a game where you are not 
allowed to communicate with the 

other players.
Synchronise with the other players 
of your team, manage your hand of 
Spell cards so you can defeat every 

monster of each level.

NOVEMBER 2023

You are wizard who made a vow of silence. 
You will have to face an unprecedented threat 
and fight monsters that threatens the realm.

COOPERATE WITHOUT SPEAKING 
TO DEFEAT ALL THE MONSTERS!

1. At the beginning of the game, communicate by a gesture 
the potential of your cards.
2. In turn, place a card face down on the monster of your choice.
3. At the end of a turn, reveal all the cards that were played 
on the monsters and discover if your attacks were powerful 
enough to defeat them!

You must estimate the value that was played by the other players with 
limited information and communication.
Throughout the game, you will progress in the adventure, and you will 
unlock new effects that will spice the games up.
The game consists of 2 chapters with respectively 4 and 5 levels to fini-
sh in order to win the game!
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A different setup of monsters  
at each level to renew the  

gaming experience.

Spell cards that each player plays 
face down with no communication 

with the other players.

Epic fights what will offer 
you and your team glory 

and success (or not!)

A leader who will 
launch the attack!

A quest log full of  
surprises and adventures 

by your side all along  
the game.

A horde of monsters 
is always ready 
to attack you!

A game of Syncro, it is…

… and loads of other surprises 
to be discovered throughout the game!

QUEST 

LOG

1
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9COOPERATE WITHOUT SPEAKING
TO DEFEAT ALL THE MONSTERS!
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COMING SOON
JANUARY 2024

 Antoine Bauza, Corentin Lebrat, Ludovic Maublanc, Théo rivière

 Camille Chaussy, Valériane Holley

Last April, we did a Game Jam with Team Kaedama 
and the illustrator Camille Chaussy.

At the end of this 3-day intense and amazing adventure that we streamed 
live on Twitch, a game was born!

 
Discover this game in our new Super Mini range in January 2024!
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The pre-orders 
are over!

The pre-order campaign for the Royal Treasure 

and the playmat has been over for just a few days. 

And, as for the last pre-orders, you were there!

PRE-ORDERS* 
DELIVERY PLANNING

The pre-order campaign for the Royal Treasure and 
the playmat has been over for just a few days. And, 
as for the last pre-orders, you were there!

Since the last Deluxe edition of the Royal Treasure 
was sold at the Cannes Festival 2022, the whole team 
was eagerly expecting the moment when it would 
be, once again, possible to offer you this product. 
And as it has been a long time to wait for some of 
you, we used this opportunity to offer you another 
surprise!

For the first edition of these pre-orders, a limited 
edition of an Artbox was available as well as special 
sleeves for Nidavellir and Thingvellir (these are always 
available on our GRRRE Shop: www.grrre-shop.fr). For 
this edition, we have prepared a neoprene double-
sided playmat. Its cut will perfectly match the shape 
of the Royal Treasure Deluxe. Its double-sided print 
will allow you to play with one or two expansions.

We would also like to give 
a GRRREAT THANK YOU for 
your trust and unfailing 
support! It is thanks to you 
that we can keep on offering 
you new quality products as 
a part of board gaming and 
its universe.

June 
to September 

2023

Pre-orders on 
the GRRRE Shop

September
to november

2023

Treasures and 
Playmats production

November
2023

Product 
transportation

December
2023

Order 
delivery

* This theoretical planning may change according to printing or transportation duration.
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They were released, but you have not seen them? 

Or are you wondering about what is inside?  

Let us do a precise presentation of our two  

localisations Hamlet and The Artemis Odyssey! 

What's
new?
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You build the village together and the winner is the person who has the 
most prestige points and who has contributed most to its growth.

Each turn, move your villagers along the roads and score prestige 
points when you:
- activate the buildings,
- produce and transform the resources,
- build bridges, roads and buildings,
- fulfil the market’s orders,
- deliver the construction site of the church.

It is a competitive game  
in which you bring  

your village to life.
Earn your stripes while  

developing it to have the honour  
of becoming the first  

administrator of the church  
once the church is completed!

a game by David Chircop

illustrated by Yusuf Artun

Hamlet – Video by Renard Ludique

https://youtu.be/idG62R0cnrQ?si=bo1pkwCEqf_wF82z
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Throughout the game, 
draw tiles to upgrade and 
make your village bigger.

Buy tiles and follow the 
advancement of you and 
your opponents on the 

scoring board.

Earn levels of mastery 
and awards according 

to your actions 
in the village.

Move your donkeys 
and your villagers across 

the village to generate 
resources.

Earn gold coins so 
you can recruit more 

villagers and donkeys.

Place tiles, 
construct roads and 
discover outstanding 
sites to score points.

And most of all, 
deliver the Church!
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And most of all, 
deliver the Church!

https://youtu.be/-gbwGcARGqM?si=1nop6tD2cCW4y_jX
https://youtu.be/nxNXVlUObP8?si=MhfNBW1_NVvYDF9r
https://youtu.be/TNDIU_U-1sA?si=fx6S2m2yAgbjBbf6
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Become the greatest Company in the galaxy by discovering new planets and setting 
up thriving trading posts. Your exploration is accomplished through a clever system of  
hidden planning on a shared board. 

When the planning board is full, it is resolved in sequence…with all players benefiting 
from each others’ plans! By anticipating what your opponents want to do next, where 
they want to go, and how they want to score, you’ll be able to squeeze the most out of 
your efforts, and ensure that your faction builds the greatest star-spanning network of 
them all!

The Artemis Odyssey is a competitive game based on original planning game  
mechanics: each company will play Action cards on a shared board, these will be revealed  
in a predefined order and will profit all the players, giving an edge to the person who 
played it. 

You are a Company that aims  
to explore far-away systems.  

Deploy starships, terraform planets,  
build colonies and factories,  

discover alien artefacts and become  
the future civilisation.

A game by Bruno Faidutti  
and Serge Laget

Illustrated by Cristian Romero

The Artemis Odyssey - Video by Renard Ludique
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDdmWFaBZg0
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https://youtu.be/83OwP6tA_BI?si=8dlnQMLOWiiFIy2U
https://youtu.be/N3dPSoMUuqU?si=ZD49zyuxZ5rwEJ8a
https://youtu.be/Qjw0Yr6VUhY?si=ZRMPBB4w49ypOTU5
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Each month, we offer you videos on our YouTube 

channel but also other news on the networks, 

such as our podcast that you can listen to  

right now!

On the
networks
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In our last issue, we introduced our new podcast series about the gaming  

world. Discover or rediscover right now the last episodes we have released since. 

Speak little, 
Speak podcast!

CARPE DIEM

GRRRATIN 
LUDIQUE

ON JOUE

In this podcast series,  
Florian, Valériane and 
Sly, a sports coach, are  
discussing the lives of 
different actors in the 
board gaming indus-
try, their conception of  
happiness and what 
makes them happy.
A true moment of  
relaxation and  
conviviality!

In the GRRRATINS LUDIQUES, different people are 
coming to our mic to discuss the different jobs  
involved around board games to better understand 
this evolving industry.

Come and listen to our games in 
a podcast with Florian, Céline and 
Valériane! To start the adventure, 
listen now to a game of Fragments 
Outsphere…

4 episodes

2 episodes

1 episode

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Ysqt2ZjUlBhsKODIWz2D9
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1kq2STAvAz8VYnamoANuJo?si=d92f4b1b33604e7c
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7bZ9jyzkOskALzTKaBwYDe?si=f1e39b7dbefa48b2
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6IqFUnJEGGp5QNmHZJNHgp?si=0cc0024609c04d9f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6mIgyAr0cXnQB6kkxqg5hr?si=26262a8b13ae4313
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5Dw1lpvjC3qVZDd6IUsAbI?si=bc2b5198beaf4ae7
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1kl8mkwz0u6QbOeV3sk17B?si=7254e8f40997450a
https://open.spotify.com/show/0YeDi98Z2TJ0MgYb4Mafcm
https://www.deezer.com/fr/show/5727567
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Watch our latest live replay 
on Twitch or Youtube!

What about a meeting  
every month around 

an online game?

It’s a date: once a month, on Wednesday night, 
Florian and Léo gather on Twitch to share a 
game of Nidavellir, with or without expansions, 
or Rauha on BGA with you.

An ideal moment to speak about a bit of eve-
rything, news, strategies, bets on who will win 
the game, or simply to share all together…  
Sometimes, a board gaming guest could be  
with us and could share 
things with us and answer 
your questions.

Do not miss our next 
meeting by following us 
on the different networks:
Facebook, Instagram, X 
and Discord.

https://youtu.be/wGEA55LmGj0?si=EZ0ZL5CvSdwdwgrk
https://youtu.be/wGEA55LmGj0?si=EZ0ZL5CvSdwdwgrk
https://www.twitch.tv/grrre_games
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Trailers, rules, Insides, ga-
mes, shorts…

Join our community now!

Discover all our videos on 
youtube.com/@GRRREGames

Access the link below: 
https://discord.gg/qsgUwgcr5A

https://www.youtube.com/c/GRRREGames
https://www.youtube.com/c/GRRREGames
https://discord.gg/qsgUwgcr5A
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Download the previous issues of our MaGRRREzine  

on our website!

An extract!

Click on the cover

to download it.

https://www.grrre-games.com/magrrrezine/
https://www.grrre-games.com/magrrrezine/
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https://www.grrre-games.com/magrrrezine/


Find all our games on our website!
Rules, game aids and variations available in French and English.

www.grrre-games.com

https://grrre-games.com
http://www.grrre-games.com

